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Language in Interaction Consortium 
Human language is the most powerful communication system that evolution has produced. It is the 

basis of culture and social life. It comes in many forms (> 6000 languages today). At the same time, it 

is deeply rooted in the neurobiology of the human brain. The overarching quest of our programme is 

to account for, and understand, the balance between universality and variability at all relevant levels 

of the language system and the interplay with different cognitive systems, such as memory, action, and 

cognitive control. To achieve this, Language in Interaction brings together researchers from eight 

different research institutions in the Netherlands to understand this unique capacity in its full glory. 
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PREFACE 

 

This report contains an overview of the major activities and the highlights of the research in our 

Language in Interaction consortium in 2021. The report is also available on our website. 

Limitations of meetings and research activities were still around in 2021 as a consequence of the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. As we are approaching the final phase of the granting period, major 

efforts are dedicated to finalizing research projects, supervising our remaining PhD students 

towards the completion of their theses, and securing the continuation of fruits of our consortium 

beyond the lifetime of the gravitation programme. In this context it is worth mentioning that the 

three tenure-track positions financed by the LiI programme, have all three been successfully 

evaluated and promoted to tenured faculty positions. In addition, two of the societal impact 

products have been taken over by external companies, securing the further development and 

availability beyond the end of the consortium. Moreover, as a result of the LiI activities 

connections between partner institutions have been established and/or strengthened. As a 

consequence we already see further initiatives that would most likely not have happened without 

the mediating role of the consortium. Likewise, exchange of good practices has happened between 

the graduate schools linked to the LiI consortium. But of course, next to all these developments 

exciting research is still ongoing within the consortium. This annual report contains a selection of 

the highlights of 2021, which I hope you will enjoy reading. 
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RESEARCH PROGRAMME 

 

THE CONSORTIUM 
The Language in Interaction consortium at its core is made 

up of the five ‘Big Questions’. These questions were defined 

in the second phase of the consortium by integrating the 

original Work Packages 1 to 5. The Societal Impact work 

package spans all Big Questions and promotes utilization 

and societal impact initiatives for all research projects. In 

2019, a Synergy Call project was initiated in the LiI Synergy 

Call.  

More information on each Big Question and the Synergy 

Project can be found on the Language in Interaction 

website under Research – Big Questions and Research – 

Synergy Project. 

 

The five Big Questions are: 

BQ1: The nature of the mental lexicon: How to bridge neurobiology and psycholinguistic theory 

by computational modelling? 

BQ2: What are the characteristics and consequences of internal brain organization for 

language? 

BQ3: Creating a shared cognitive space: How is language grounded in and shaped by 

communicative settings of interacting people? 

BQ4: Variability in language processing and in language learning: Why does the ability to learn 

language change with age? How can we characterise and map individual language skills in 

relation to the population distribution? 

BQ5: The inferential cognitive geometry of language and action planning: Common 

computations? 

COLLABORATIONS BETWEEN THE BIG QUESTIONS 

A main motivation behind determining the five big questions was to foster collaboration between 

researchers in the Language in Interaction consortium. By creating interdisciplinary research 

teams on topics that intersect, the BQs form the skeleton for the formation of collaborative teams 

of researchers.  

Collaborations between the BQ teams were furthered and deepened during 2021, leading to 

several joint publications. Interactive sessions were held where researchers from different BQ’s 

discussed topics from the perspective of their own expertise.  During the annual Language in 

Interaction Day Out, researchers from different Big Questions participated in teams in a scientific 

debate on current (controversial) topics in language science. 

 

https://www.languageininteraction.nl/research-organization/big-questions/
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/research-organization/projects/synergy-project/
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/research-organization/projects/synergy-project/


 

* Please refer to our website for the full list of scientific publications of the Language in Interaction consortium. 
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2021 IN NUMBERS 
The Language in Interaction consortium had a fruitful year in 2021.  

We would like to thank all of the academic and support staff who made this possible. 

 

 

CONSORTIUM STAFF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSORTIUM OUTPUT IN 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

30

PhD 
Candidates 

and Postdocs

11

Research -
Assistants

40

Professors 
and PIs

8 Partner 
Institutions

74

Scientific 
Publications*

75+

(Online) Talks 
and Poster 

Presentations

13

Awards and 
Grants

6

PhD Defenses

https://www.languageininteraction.nl/output/scientific-publications/
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PHD DEFENSES IN 2021 
The following 6 PhDs defended their Language in Interaction dissertation in 2021. 

Congratulations! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Alessandro Lopopolo 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Properties, Structures, and Operations: 
Studies on language processing in the 
brain using computational linguistics and 
naturalistic stimuli 

Merel Burgering 
Tilburg University 

The multidimensionality of speech 
categorization: Exploring shared 
mechanisms in songbirds together with 
audio-visual and neural mechanisms in 
humans 

Lara Todorova 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Language bias in visually driven 
decisions: Computational and 
Neurophysiological mechanisms 

Izabela Przezdzik 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Investigations into cognitive systems with 
resting-state functional connectivity: 
Connectopic mapping as a way to 
characterise the organisation underlying 
complex behaviour and abstract neural 
functions 

Lot Snijders-Blok 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Let the genes speak! De novo variants in 
developmental disorders with speech and 
language impairment 

Lot was awarded a cum laude distinction. 

Chara Tsoukala 
Radboud University Nijmegen 

Bilingual sentence production and code-
switching: Neural network simulations 
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FINANCES 

 

The following table specifies the budget allocated to the scientific projects in the consortium from start to end of the grant.  

 

Subproject 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 Total 

Big Question 1 - - - - 115.516 239/148 332.642 331.892 108.382 343.411 152.696 33.400 1.657.087 

Big Question 2 - - - - 6.931 144.816 195.511 280.777 249.810 273.922 78.205 - 1.229.972 

Big Question 3 - - - - 43.864 256.770 443.771 309.158 224.687 184.575 79.112 18.169 1.560.106 

Big Question 4 - - - - 137.649 422.596 710.098 794.825 878.543 1.300.300 372.214 6.933 4.623.158 

Big Question 5 - - - - - - 16.818 287.385 384.201 618.615 524.206 42.401 1.873.627 

Work Packages 50.013 600.730 1.176.631 1.520.791 1.425.461 1.378.271 477.044 172.704 36.045 28.063 - - 6.865.753 

Societal Impact Package 17.862 130.146 156.869 178.723 200.281 195.008 156.203 155.213 76.891 148.593 574.853 80.645 2.071.826 

Synergy Project - - - - - - 59.663 252.082 358.502 387.099 216.630 - 1.273.976 

Other scientific contracts 89.694 165.513 265.474 487.102 573.517 631.848 562.605 372.037 249.506 525.850 754.399 343.274 5.020.819 

Total* 157.569 896.389 1.598.974 2.186.616 2.503.759 3.268.457 2.954.355 2.956.073 2.566.567 3.810.429 2.752.314 524.822 26.176.324 

 

* The remaining budget is allocated to non-scientific personnel and costs of coordination of meetings (such as consortium meetings, PI meetings, etc.). 
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BIG QUESTIONS 

 

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

The next sections provide a brief description of the content of each Big Question and updates on 

the progress and highlights from 2021, including key publications and highlighted awards.  

 

BIG QUESTION 1: THE NATURE OF THE MENTAL LEXICON: HOW TO BRIDGE 

NEUROBIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLINGUISTIC THEORY BY COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING?

This Big Question addresses how to use computational modelling to link levels of description, 

from neurons to cognition and behaviour, in understanding the language system. Focus is on the 

mental lexicon and the aim is to characterize its structure in a way that is precise and meaningful 

in neurobiological and (psycho)linguistic terms. The overarching goal is to devise 

causal/explanatory models of the mental lexicon that can explain neural and behavioural data. 

This will significantly deepen our understanding of the neural, cognitive, and functional 

properties of the mental lexicon, lexical access, and lexical acquisition.  

The BQ1 endeavour is inherently interdisciplinary in that it applies computational research 

methods to explain neural, behavioural, and linguistic empirical phenomena. One of its main 

innovative aspects consists of bringing together neurobiology, psycholinguistics, and linguistic 

theory (roughly corresponding to different levels of description of the language system) using a 

single mathematical formalism; a feat that requires extensive interdisciplinary team 

collaboration.  

Progress in 2021 

The four BQ1 subprojects proceeded successfully and mostly as planned in the proposal. Two of 

the three remaining PhD students mostly focused on completing their dissertation, which did not 

leave much time for much integration between these two subprojects and the rest of BQ1. 

However, the availability of funding for research assistants resulted in plans for two new BQ1-

internal collaborations: a computational neuroscientific project combining strengths in BQ1N 

(MPI) and BQ1D (Donders Institute), and one computational (psycho)linguistic project which will 

integrate BQ1P (CLS) and BQ1L (ILLC). 

TEAM MEMBERS 
Coordinators and steering group:  

Stefan Frank (coordinator)  Julia Berezutskaya (coordinating postdoc)  

Marcel van Gerven  Hartmut Fitz   Jelle Zuidema  

PhDs:   Danny Merkx   Alessio Quaresima Samira Abnar 

    Marianne de Heer Kloots 

Other team members: Karl Magnus Petersson Peter Hagoort  Jakub Szymanik 

    Rens Bod   Roel Willems  Raquel Fernández 

    Mirjam Ernestus 

Collaborators:   Luca Ambrogioni  Louis ten Bosch Renato Duarte 

    Umut Güclü   Abigail Morrison David Neville 

PhD graduates 2021: Alessandro Lopopolo  Chara Tsoukala 
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BIG QUESTION 1: KEY PUBLICATIONS AND AWARD / RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

  

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Tsoukala, C., Frank, S. L., Van Den Bosch, A., Kroff, J. V., & Broersma, M. (2021). Modeling the auxiliary 

 phrase asymmetry in code-switched Spanish–English. Bilingualism: Language and Cognition, 24(2), 

 271-280. 

2. Cornelissen, B., Zuidema, W., & Burgoyne, J. A. (2021). Cosine Contours: a Multipurpose Representation 

 for Melodies. ISMIR. Proceedings of the 22th International Conference on Music Information Retrieval.  

 

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS: 
1. Stefan Frank was awarded the Nuffic Van Gogh grant for a collaboration with Xavier Hinaut (National 

French Institute for Mathematics and Computer Science, Bordeaux). 

BIG QUESTION 1 - HIGHLIGHTS  

 BQ1 - Highlight 1 

Modelling word learning and recognition using visually grounded speech  

Danny Merkx, Sebastiaan Scholten, Stefan Frank, Mirjam Ernestus, and Odette Scharenborg

Computational models of speech recognition often assume that the set of target words is already 

given. This implies that these models do not learn to recognise speech from scratch without prior 

knowledge and explicit supervision. Visually grounded speech (VGS) models learn to recognise 

speech without prior knowledge by exploiting statistical dependencies between spoken and visual 

input. While it has previously been shown that VGS models learn to recognise the presence of 

words in the input, we explicitly investigate such a model as a model of human speech recognition. 

We investigated the time-course of word recognition as simulated by the model using a gating 

paradigm (Figure 1) to test whether its recognition is affected by well-known word-competition 

effects in human speech processing. We furthermore investigate whether vector quantisation, a 

technique for discrete representation learning, aids the model in the discovery and recognition of 

words. 

 

Figure 1. Model architecture: the model consists of two branches with the image decoder depicted on the left and 

the caption decoder on the right. The audio features consist of 13 MFCC with 1st and 2nd order derivatives by t 

frames. Each LSTM hidden state ht has1024 features which are concatenated for the forward and backward LSTM 
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into 2048 dimensional hidden states. Vectorial attention weighs and sums the hidden states resulting in the caption 

embedding. The linear projection in the image branch maps the image features to the same 2048-dimensional space 

as the caption embedding. Finally, we calculate the cosine similarity between the image and caption embedding.  

We investigated whether VGS models learn to discover and recognise words from natural speech. 

Our results show that our model learns to recognise nouns. To a lesser extent, the model is capable 

of recognising verbs, but future research should look to the image recognition side of the model 

to further improve this. Our model even learned to encode meaningful sub-lexical information, 

enabling it to interpret the visual difference signalled by the plural morphology. Contrary to what 

we expected based on previous research, our results show no evidence that vector quantisation 

aids in the discovery and recognition of words in speech. Importantly, we investigated the 

cognitive plausibility of the model by testing whether word competition influences our model's 

word recognition performance, as we know happens in humans. We have shown that two well-

known measures of word competition predict word recognition in our model and found evidence 

in favour of a disputed interaction between word count and neighbourhood density found in 

human word recognition. 

Taking inspiration from human learning processes, our research has shown that using multiple 

streams of sensory information allows our model to discover and recognise words without any 

prior linguistic information from a relatively small dataset of scenes and spoken descriptions. We 

think that using realistic and naturally occurring input is important to create speech recognition 

models that are more cognitively plausible and visual grounding is an important step in that 

direction.  

The current work combines insights from research on speech recognition, artificial intelligence, 

and psycholinguistics. Earlier models of speech recognition have a prior lexicon. Hence, they 

assume that words are already known and are unable to demonstrate how the lexicon may have 

come about. We have shown that it is (to some extent) possible to learn the meanings of individual 

words from associating images and their full-sentence spoken descriptions. These results provide 

a deeper understanding about the interaction between different levels of linguistic representation 

(from phonetics to lexical semantics) as well as between different cognitive modalities (speech 

and vision). This work could not have been completed without close collaboration between 

experts in speech recognition, artificial intelligence (AI), and psycholinguistics. 

 BQ1 - Highlight 2 

Cosine Contours: A multipurpose representation for melodies 

Bas Cornelissen, Jelle Zuidema, and John Ashley Burgoyne 

In our search for universals in the musics of the world – which we ultimately would like to 

compare and relate to language universals – we found ourselves in need of a new representation 

of pitch contours, that is mathematically well-behaved and allows comparisons between many 

different musics. In this project, we propose such a representation: Cosine Contours. 

Here's an interesting observation. Suppose you take a lot of melodies, and measure the pitch 

height at, say, 50 points in time, equally spaced between the start and end of the melody. All your 

melodies are now sequences of 50 pitches: a 50-dimensional dataset. The principal components 

of this dataset will probably look like cosine functions (see Figure 2). In this project, we 

demonstrate that the principal components of melodies (from motifs and phrases to complete 

songs) tend to be cosine-shaped. The same is true for artificial random-walk melodies. This 

suggests that the cosines are a kind of mathematical artefact. The culprit turns out to be the 
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covariance matrix. This roughly approximates a so-called Toeplitz matrix, and such matrices 

(asymptotically) have sinusoidal eigenvectors: our principal components. 

 
Figure 2. Outline of the work discussed in Cornelissen, Zuidema, & Burgoyne (2021).  

Now suppose we want to efficiently describe the contour of melodies, capturing as much of the 

variability in as few dimensions as possible. A principal component projection would be the best 

choice, but our observations show that we might as well use cosines instead of the principal 

components and use a discrete cosine transform. This leads us to propose cosine contours which 

are simply the discrete cosine transforms of the melodies (pitch sequences). We present three 

short case studies to illustrate their practical usefulness in the published paper. 

The present study combines insights from signal processing, AI, comparative linguistics and 

ethno-musicology. It illustrates a new, simple, well-defined and useful representation, using 

known ingredients in an innovative combination. This work steps a bit outside the usual themes 

of Language in Interaction, but ultimately will help answering one of its key questions: how in the 

interactions between many users of a culturally transmitted system universal tendencies can 

arise.
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BIG QUESTION 2: WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSEQUENCES OF INTERNAL 

BRAIN ORGANIZATION FOR LANGUAGE?

The human brain provides a neurobiological infrastructure that allows us to acquire and process 

language, and that co-determines the characteristics of spoken (and sign) and written language. 

The internal organization of the brain and its cognitive architecture both determine and constrain 

the space of possibilities for human language. This internal organization can be called the Kantian 

brain for language. It has resulted in a language-readiness of the human brain that is found 

nowhere else in the animal kingdom. The big question is to characterize the Kantian brain for 

language. 

Progress in 2021 

During 2021, BQ2 held a series of meetings centered around the topic of ‘the role of subcortical 

brain structures in the timing of language-related processes’. This led to interest in stuttering 

behaviour, and we had an invited presentation from Else Eising from the Language & Genetics 

Department at the MPI about the genetics of stuttering. No concrete project proposals resulted 

from this series of meetings, however the team is planning to devote some team meetings in 2022 

to discussion of potential perspective papers that may be written based on the combined 

knowledge within the BQ2. ‘The role of subcortical brain structures in the timing of language-

related processes’ is likely to be one of the potential directions this could take. 

TEAM MEMBERS: 
Coordinators and steering group: Peter Hagoort (coordinator) Ashley Lewis (coordinating postdoc) 

PhDs:   João Ferreira   Ileana Camerino Guilherme Blazquez Freches 

Other team members: Christian Beckmann  Simon Fisher  Nick Ramsey 

    Roy Kessels   Elia Formisano Clyde Francks 

    Floris de Lange  Joanna Sierpowska Rogier Mars 
    Vitória Piai   Ardi Roelofs  Jan Mathijs Schoffelen 

    Ivan Toni 

Collaborators:   Zhigiang Sha   Maggie Wong  Xiangzhen Kong 

    Tineke Snijders  Daniel Sharoh 

 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Blazquez Freches, G., Haak, K. V., Beckmann, C. F., & Mars, R. B. (2021). Connectivity gradients 

 on tractography data: Pipeline and example applications. Human brain mapping, 42(18), 5827-5845. 

2. Braunsdorf, M., Freches, G. B., Roumazeilles, L., Eichert, N., Schurz, M., Uithol, S., ... & Mars, R. B. 

 (2021). Does the temporal cortex make us human? A review of structural and functional diversity of the 

 primate temporal lobe. Neuroscience & Biobehavioral Reviews, 131, 400-410.  

3. Camerino, I., Sierpowska, J., Reid, A., Meyer, N. H., Tuladhar, A. M., Kessels, R. P., ... & Piai, V. 

 (2021). White matter hyperintensities at critical crossroads for executive function and verbal abilities in 

 small vessel disease. Human Brain Mapping, 42(4), 993-1002. 

 

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS 

1. Peter Hagoort received the Distinguished Career Award at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society for the 

Neurobiology of Language. 
2. Guilherme Blazquez Freches (1) received a poster award at the 13th Annual Meeting of the Society for 

the Neurobiology of Language and (2) was nominated for a paper award from Brain Structure and Function.  

  

https://www.ru.nl/english/people/blazquez-freches-g/
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/Ardi_Roelofs.html
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BIG QUESTION 2 - HIGHLIGHTS  

BQ2 - Highlight 1 

Unique adaptations of the human temporal lobe 

Guilherme Blazquez Freches, Joanna Sierpowska, Vitoria Piai, Christian Beckmann, and Rogier 

Mars 

The goal of this project is to understand how changes in the anatomical organization of the human 

brain, compared to that of non-human primates, enables language. To this end, we use diffusion 

MRI tractography to reconstruct the set of white matter connections (“the connectome”) of the 

human, chimpanzee, and macaque monkey brain, and investigate how they differ. 

We studied the principles of organization of the temporal lobe (see Figure 3). It was found that 

the human temporal cortex contains three overlapping modes of organization: (1) a dorso-ventral 

gradient driven by input from visual and auditory primary cortices; (2) a posteriorly anchored 

gradient originating in posterior temporal cortex; and (3) an anteriorly anchored gradient 

focusing on the semantic hub in anterior temporal lobe. The second mode was largely driven by 

input from the arcuate fascicle, a tract known to be a crucial part of the language circuit in 

humans. In subsequent research, it was found that the second mode is unique to the human brain, 

while the other two gradients are also present in monkeys and great apes. This dovetailed with 

results from another BQ2 project, in which Vitoria Piai and Rogier Mars’ groups showed that the 

arcuate connections between temporal and parietal cortex are one of the main distinguishing 

features of the human language areas and their chimpanzee homologs.  

Figure 3. Results inspiring the hypotheses of the current project. Left column shows three modes of temporal cortex 

organization identified using a data-driven analysis tractography data: a first dorsal-ventral mode related to the 

modality (auditory, visual), a second posteriorly centered mode driven by the arcuate fascicle, and a third anteriorly 

centered mode associated with the anterior temporal lobe. The second column shows the second mode across the 

temporal cortex of the human, chimpanzee, and macaque brain, illustrating that it is prominent only in the human. 

This is also clear from the right-hand figure that shows values of each part of temporal cortex in each species with 

their values on the first and second modes. High values on the second mode (y-axis) are only visible for the human. 

This project is a unique combination of disciplines: statistical imaging neuroscience, comparative 

anatomy, neuropsychology. It addresses the fundamental question of BQ2: what is the unique 

neural infrastructure for language in the human brain? This work is the result of a number of 

cross-lab collaborations in BQ2. The groups of Christian Beckmann and Rogier Mars brought 

together analytical methods and cross-species neuroscience knowledge, while the group of Vitoria 

Piai added crucial neuropsychology knowledge to relate the anatomy to language function. 
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 BQ2 - Highlight 2 

Systematic review and meta-analyses of word production abilities in dysfunction of 

the basal ganglia: Stroke, small vessel disease, Parkinson’s disease, and 

Huntington’s disease 

Ileana Camerino*, Joao Ferreira*, Roy Kessels, Ardi Roelofs, and Vitoria Piai 
*Equal first authors

This project investigates the role of basal ganglia in language production by combining evidence 

from four different clinical populations: stroke affecting the basal ganglia, small vessel disease, 

Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease. Specifically, we performed a systematic literature 

review and meta-analysis and compared performance of patients in picture naming, category 

fluency, letter fluency, and past-tense verb inflection tasks to cognitively unimpaired adults. Even 

though the basal ganglia have been suggested to play a role in language production beyond motor 

outputs, its exact nature remains unclear. Previous research on these four pathologies usually 

attributes production issues to secondary ischemia/hypoperfusion of cortical areas for stroke and 

small vessel disease, and memory or motor deficits for Parkinson’s and Huntington’s, often 

combining comprehension and production measures. Our results show that these clinical 

populations perform consistently worse than matched cognitively unimpaired adults in all tasks 

assessed (Figure 4). We propose that the production deficits found in these clinical populations 

are not negligeable and that more evidence is necessary to understand the underlying 

mechanisms that lead to production impairment due to basal ganglia pathology. 

Figure 4A. As an example of our findings, This 
forest plot shows that performance in 
individuals with Parkinson’s disease is overall 
worse than cognitively unimpaired adults. 

Figure 4B. This funnel plot suggests that the 
observed effect is not due to publication bias. 

 

 

 

 

This project combines evidence from vascular and non-vascular basal ganglia pathologies to 

highlight that language production impairments are not negligible in these populations. Given the 

nature of the overarching question of BQ2 of what makes the human brain able to acquire 

language, our results show the importance of revising current models of the neurobiology of 

language circuitry to include subcortical regions which might support language production. It 

brought together team members with expertise in different clinical populations, experimental 

cognitive neuroscience, and neuropsychological evaluation. 
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BIG QUESTION 3: CREATING A SHARED COGNITIVE SPACE  

How is language grounded in and shaped by communicative settings of interacting 

people? 

This Big Question considers the influence of two different dimensions over multiple 

communicative resources (speech and gestures) and linguistic structures (from phonology to 

pragmatics), namely: the temporal structure of communicative interactions and the functional 

dynamics of real-life communicative interactions. Language is a key socio-cognitive human 

function predominantly used in interaction. Yet, linguistics and cognitive neuroscience have 

largely focused on individuals’ coding-decoding signals according to their structural 

dependencies. Understanding the communicative use of language requires shifting the focus of 

investigation to the mechanisms used by interlocutors to share a conceptual space. 

Progress in 2021 

Deep collaboration between all BQ3 subprojects continues to be at the root of this initiative. In 

2021, the team has worked together to share with the community the empirical data collected in 

BQ3, making it attractive and accessible to different sub-fields (e.g. phonologists, conversation 

analysts, cognitive neuroscientists, computational linguists). We have also set the ground for in-

depth quantitative investigations of the face-to-face multimodal interactions recorded in BQ3. 

The latter step, besides generating novel insights in its own right, opens the way to relate 

variations in communicative behaviour to variations in neural representations of the dialogue 

referents. 

TEAM MEMBERS 
Coordinators and steering group: Ivan Toni (coordinator) 

PhDs:   Lotte Eijk   Marlou Rasenberg 

Other team members: Mirjam Ernestus  Stephen Levinson Asli Özyürek 

    Judith Holler   Iris van Rooij  Mark Dingemanse 

    Sara Bögels   Wim Pouw  Herbert Schriefers 

    Jan-Mathijs Schoffelen   

Collaborators:   Mark Blokpoel   Christian Döller Laura van de Braak 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Pouw, W., Dingemanse, M., Motamedi, Y., & Özyürek, A. (2021). A systematic investigation of gesture 

 kinematics in evolving manual languages in the lab. Cognitive science, 45(7), e13014. 

2. Pouw, W., Proksch, S., Drijvers, L., Gamba, M., Holler, J., Kello, C., ... & Wiggins, G. A. (2021). Multilevel 

 rhythms in multimodal communication. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B, 376(1835), 

 20200334. 

2. Pouw, W., Wit, J. D., Bögels, S., Rasenberg, M., Milivojevic, B., & Ozyurek, A. (2021, July). 

 Semantically related gestures move alike: Towards a distributional semantics of gesture kinematics. In 

 International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (pp. 269-287). Springer, Cham. 

4. van de Braak, L. D., Dingemanse, M., Toni, I., van Rooij, I., & Blokpoel, M. (2021). Computational 

 challenges in explaining communication: How deep the rabbit hole goes. In Proceedings of the Annual 

 Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society (Vol. 43, No. 43).  

5. Trujillo, J. P., Levinson, S. C., & Holler, J. (2021, July). Visual Information in Computer-Mediated 

 Interaction Matters: Investigating the Association Between the Availability of Gesture and Turn 

 Transition Timing in Conversation. In International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction (pp. 

 643-657). Springer, Cham. 
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BIG QUESTION 3: AWARD / RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS 
Ivan Toni was awarded an ERC-Advanced Grant for work on a topic that builds on the thematic and 

methodological achievements of BQ3. 

BIG QUESTION 3 –HIGHLIGHTS  

 BQ 3 - Highlight 1 

Creating shared (neural) representations 

Sara Bögels, Jan-Mathijs Schoffelen, Branka Milivojevic, and Ivan Toni  

 

This project shares multimodal data from face-to-face interactive communication in pairs of 

participants playing a cooperative referential communication game with novel objects. The data 

offer high-quality speech, video, and body-motion tracking during communication, as well as the 

possibility of quantifying effects of communication on neuro-behavioural correlates of object 

representations. The unique combination of measurements allows for new insights in human 

communication.  

It considers the contribution of multimodal communicative resources (speech, gestures) at 

different levels of linguistic structure (from phonology to pragmatics) during interactive task-

based dialogue, where each communicative pair needs to create mutually understood utterances, 

dependent on the situated context of the ongoing interaction. We share with the community a 

dataset involving interactional and individual data. The interactional part of the dataset consists 

of video-, audio-, and body movement recordings of face-to-face communicative interactions in 

Dutch between 71 pairs of participants, without restrictions on communicative means (e.g., 

speech, gestures), timing, turn-taking, or feedback. Participants communicate about 16 novel 

visual objects which lack conventional labels - called “Fribbles” (see Figure 5). The individual 

component of the dataset provides estimates of participants’ representations of the Fribbles using 

two behavioural measures and one neuroimaging (fMRI) measure.  

Figure 5. Overview of the empirical paradigm. 

The dataset provided in this project offers the possibility to quantify the degree to which 

participants align their behaviour at different levels of analysis (phonetic, lexical, syntactic, 

semantic, pragmatic or gestural). It is also possible to examine changes in the estimated 

representations of the Fribbles from pre- to post-interaction, as well as potential convergence in 

representations between participants, on several levels (i.e., lexical, behavioural, neural). This 

project is a direct result of BQ3’s multidisciplinary approach, integrating different aspects of 

human communication in a comprehensive dataset relevant for a wide range of disciplines.  
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BIG QUESTION 4: VARIABILITY IN LANGUAGE PROCESSING AND IN LANGUAGE 

LEARNING  

This Big Question aims at characterizing variation in language processing and learning skills and 

at relating variation at the behavioural level to variation in the underlying neurobiology and 

genetics of individuals. The BQ has two strands: Strand A focuses on language processing skills 

in young adults, and Strand B on language learning skills in children and adults.  

Progress in 2021 

Strand A has developed a comprehensive battery of tests targeting 1) linguistic knowledge, 2) 

general cognitive skills, and 3) language processing skills (word comprehension and production, 

sentence comprehension and production). Approximately 700 individuals between 18 and 30 

years of age have completed the battery and provided saliva samples. Analyses are currently 

underway. Work in the neurobiological sub-project of Strand A is still ongoing. Data collection 

will be finished in the summer of 2022. 

Strand B investigates variability in individuals’ learning ability, focusing on why second language 

(L2) acquisition typically becomes harder in adulthood. Strand B focuses on two aspects of foreign 

language learning: grammar and vocabulary acquisition, in two sub-projects. In each of these sub-

projects, data are collected from a behavioural test battery on second language acquisition and 

cognitive measures and from functional MRI experiments (on grammar and word-learning, 

respectively), and structural and resting state MRI measures are also taken.   

TEAM MEMBERS 
Coordinators and steering group: Antje Meyer (coordinator BQ4A), James McQueen (coordinator BQ4B) 

Florian Hintz (coordinating postdoc) 

PhDs:   Christina Isakoglou 

Other team members: Christian Beckmann  Anne Cutler  Guillén Fernandez 

    Simon Fisher   Clyde Francks   Barbara Franke  

    Peter Hagoort   Roy Kessels  Jean Vroomen 

    Clara Ekerdt   Willeke Menks  Gabriele Janzen 

    Atsuko Takashima  Merel Koning  Romy Verhoeven 

    Nina Wyman    Jiska Koemans Bob Kapteijns   

Collaborators:   Esther Janse   Kristin Lemhöfer Beate St. Pourcain 

    Julia Udden   Evan Kidd  Andre Marquand 

    Jan Buitelaar   Suzanne Jongman 

PhD graduates 2021: Merel Burgering  Lot Snijders Blok  

 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 

1. Jongman, S. R., Khoe, Y. H., & Hintz, F. (2021). Vocabulary size influences spontaneous speech in 

native  language users: Validating the use of automatic speech recognition in individual differences 

research. Language and Speech, 64(1), 35-51. 

2. Kapteijns, B., & Hintz, F. (2021). Comparing predictors of sentence self-paced reading times: Syntactic 

complexity versus transitional probability metrics. Plos one, 16(7), e0254546. 

3. Tilmatine, M., Hubers, F., & Hintz, F. (2021). Exploring individual differences in recognizing idiomatic 

expressions in context. Journal of cognition, 4(1).  
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BIG QUESTION 4: AWARD / RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS 
1. Antje Meyer was awarded the Broadbent Prize of the European Society for Cognitive Psychology. 

2. Florian Hintz received a pre-seed grant from the Healthy Brain Study consortium for the proposal ‘The 

Language of well-being’ (with Roel Willems, Enny Das, Junilla Larsen, and Peter Hagoort). 

BIG QUESTION 4 - HIGHLIGHTS  

 BQ4 - Highlight 1

Literacy enhances spoken word comprehension and word production 

Florian Hintz

The project used data from the publicly available ‘Megapilot’ dataset (Hintz et al., 2020, Scientific 

Data) to investigate whether and, if so, how varying levels of literacy influence spoken word 

comprehension and production. The project also addressed the relationship between language 

comprehension and production tasks, which recent theories regard as facets of a unitary skill. 

Extensive exposure to written text has vast consequences for one’s ability to use language. Recent 

research showed that the positive effects of enhanced literacy extended to spoken language 

comprehension. Some theories of language processing assume that comprehension and 

production are facets of a unitary skill. On such an account, the effects of literacy should transfer 

and also enhance language production skills. We tested this hypothesis by re-analysing a large 

publicly available dataset suitable for studying individual differences in language and general 

cognitive skills. Literacy explained substantial portions of variance in spoken-word 

comprehension (measured through a speeded semantic categorization task) and in word 

production (measured through a speeded picture naming task), even after accounting for non-

verbal processing speed and IQ (see Figure 6). Experience with written text can thus enhance 

language use in the spoken domain, including word comprehension and word production. Our 

data are in line with the notion that word comprehension and word production draw on shared 

linguistic knowledge and access processes. 

 

Figure 6. Correlations between word-level processing skills (comprehension and production) and literacy (and the 

control variables non-verbal IQ and processing speed). 

The project would not have been possible without the ‘cumulative science’ approach, that is, 

exploiting previously acquired and published data for addressing a new research question. We 

hope that next to the new scientific insights, this project will inspire others to also make use of the 

‘Megapilot’ data resource. 
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BIG QUESTION 5: THE INFERENTIAL GEOMETRY OF LANGUAGE AND ACTION 

PLANNING: COMMON COMPUTATIONS?

The efficiency and flexibility with which humans generate meaning during language 

comprehension (or production) is remarkable. How does our brain do it? To move beyond the 

many extant attempts to address this big quest, BQ5 will treat linguistic inference as an instance 

of an advanced generative planning solution to the multi-step, sequential choice problems that 

we also face in other cognitive domains (e.g. chess, foraging and spatial navigation). Thus, BQ5 

anticipates making unique progress in unravelling the mechanisms of fast, flexible and generative 

linguistic inference by leveraging recent major advances in our understanding of the 

representations and computations necessary for sequential model-based action planning. This 

approach will also lead us to revise current dual-system dogma’s in non-linguistic domains, that 

have commonly over-focused on the contrast between a cognitive (flexible, but slow) and a 

habitual (fast, but inflexible) system: The current quest will encourage the integration of so-called 

‘cognitive habits’ and their associated cognitive map-related neural mechanisms into theoretical 

models of both linguistic and non-linguistic inference.  

Progress in 2021 

In 2021, two key members of the BQ5 left the team due to personal reasons. The team also 

welcomed a new PI member, Silvy Collin (assistant professor at Tilburg University), who jointly 

leads one of the subprojects. BQ5 held bi-monthly meetings which invited both internal and 

external speakers. Furthermore, the team collaborated on a script for an information video about 

the BQ’s work. The interactive potential of BQ5 is illustrated by the collaborative efforts of several 

sub-projects who jointly completed a behavioural study investigating the mental representation 

of word meaning in sentence context, in collaboration with BQ1 members Stefan Frank and Danny 

Merkx.  

Furthermore, different sub-projects in the BQ5 also work together on (1) implementing the newly 

developed paradigms in a pharmalogical-fMRI setup to investigate the neurochemical 

mechanism of linguistic inference, and (2) a study investigating structural inference in language 

processing in a growing collaboration with the MPI of Biological Cybernetics. 

TEAM MEMBERS 
Coordinators and steering group: Roshan Cools (coordinator), Andrea Martin (coordinator) 

Xiaochen Zheng (coordinating postdoc)  

PhDs:   Elena Mainetto     

Other team members: Roel Willems   Silvy Collin  Hanneke den Ouden 

    Iris van Rooij   Peter Hagoort  Stefan Frank 

    Ivan Toni   Ioanna Zioga  Rene Terporten 

    Bob van Tiel   Ashley Lewis      

Collaborators:   Mark Blokpoel   Monique Flecken  Naomi de Haas 

    Saskia Haegens  Yingying Tan   Mona Garvert 

 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Hustá, C., Zheng, X., Papoutsi, C., & Piai, V. (2021). Electrophysiological signatures of conceptual and 

 lexical retrieval from semantic memory. Neuropsychologia, 161, 107988. 

2. Coopmans, C. W., De Hoop, H., Kaushik, K., Hagoort, P., & Martin, A. E. (2021). Hierarchy in language 

 interpretation: evidence from behavioural experiments and computational modelling. Language, 

 Cognition and Neuroscience, 1-20. 
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BIG QUESTION 5 – AWARD / RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS  

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS: 
1. Roshan Cools was awarded (1) an Open Competition grant from NWO Social Sciences and Humanities 

entitled ‘Unraveling Dopamine’s role as Gatekeeper of Prefrontal Cortex’ and (2) received a Lead Scientist 

Voucher from Human Brain Project. 

2. Roel Willems was awarded a pre-seed grant from the Healthy Brain Study consortium. 

3. Iris van Rooij was awarded a COMPANION grant in collaboration with University Carlos III of Madrid.

BIG QUESTION 5 - HIGHLIGHTS  

 BQ 5 - Highlight 1 

Generalization and representation of novel compositional word meanings 

Xiaochen Zheng, Mona Garvert, Jonne Roelofs (intern), Andrea Martin, Hanneke den Ouden, and 

Roshan Cools 

The ability to generalize previously learned information to novel situations is fundamental for 

adaptive behaviour. The project investigates how we generate novel, compositional meaning (e.g., 

understanding the word “un-rejectable-ish”). To this end, we conducted an exploratory study (n 

= 36) followed by a replication study (n = 72) in which we taught participants compositional words 

from an artificial language and tested them with novel words using a semantic priming task.  

Figure 7. Experimental paradigm and main behavioral findings from the replication study. (A) Participants learned 

compositional pseudo-words consisting of a known stem (e.g., “good” in “good-kla”) and an unknown affix (e.g., 

“kla”). The affix alters the word meaning depending on its position (e.g., “-kla” as a suffix means the opposite, whereas 

“kla-” as a prefix means “young version”). We tested participants’ knowledge with novel, compositional pseudo-words 

using a semantic priming task, where they have to make a semantic judgement task on the target word following the 

priming pseudo-words which is either congruent in sequential order (e.g., “rich-kla”, where “-kla” means “opposite”), 

or incongruent in order (e.g., “kla-rich”, where “-kla” but not “kla-” means “opposite”), or in a totally mismatched 

meaning regardless of order (e.g., “rich-ran/ran-rich”, where neither “-ran” or “ran-” means “opposite”) as in the 

learning. (B). Raincloud plots of median reaction times of the semantic judgement task across three experimental 

conditions. The outer shapes represent the distribution of the data over participants, the thick horizontal line inside 

the box indicates the group median, and the bottom and top of the box indicate the group-level first and third quartiles 

of each condition. Each dot represents one participant. (C). Raincloud plots of median reaction times of the semantic 
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judgement task across three experimental conditions, split between two participant groups. The BLEND participants 

did not account for the sequential order rule in meaning composition, whereas the BUILD participants did. 

***p < .001; ***p < .001; * p< .05; n.s. not significant. 

Participants learned compositional pseudo-words consisting of a known stem and an unknown 

affix. Crucially, the affix alters the word meaning depending on its position and therefore leads to 

unique compositional meanings in different sequential combinations with the stems (Figure 7A, 

“learning”). Our results showed that participants de-composed word meaning into its constituent 

parts and were able to generalize the acquired knowledge to understand novel pseudo-words, as 

reflected by a semantic priming effect (Figure 7B): They were faster in judging the semantic 

meaning of a target synonym word when the preceding compositional words suggested a similar 

meaning, compared to a mismatch compositional word. Moreover, sequential order plays an 

essential role for word meaning (de-)composition and participants learned the affix meaning as a 

function of its position (i.e., pre- or post-stem), as reflect by larger priming effect when the 

preceding compositional word is congruent than incongruent in sequential order rules as for the 

learning (Figure 7B). Individual performance depends on whether participants accounted for 

the sequential order rules or not (Figure 7C). 

The current project investigates structural inference language and leverages knowledge from 

vision, memory, and planning. It does not only extend our knowledge on the flexible and efficient 

nature of language processing – the key question addressed by BQ5, but also probe its possibly 

shared mechanisms with other cognitive domains. The current project is challenging because of 

the different languages spoken by and common conceptual misalignment between the 

psycholinguists versus neuroscientists on learning and decision making. Nevertheless, through 

active, resilient, and well-coordinated team science, an integrative novel design, unique ideas and 

preliminary advance in understanding were achieved not otherwise possible.  

 BQ 5 - Highlight 2 

The role of alpha and beta oscillations in naturalistic language processing 

Ioanna Zioga, Hugo Weissbart, Ashley Lewis, Saskia Haegens, and Andrea Martin 

In this study, we aim to test whether during naturalistic speech processing, internal brain 

rhythms, and specifically alpha and beta oscillations, are organized in the same way as during 

low-level sensory processing. Twenty-five Dutch native speakers listened to stories in spoken 

Dutch and French while MEG was recorded. We used dependency parsing to identify 3 

dependency states (just opened, currently open, resolved) at each word of the stories, and used 

that to quantify cognitive load and reactivation strength during sentence comprehension. We then 

constructed encoding models (temporal response functions) to predict alpha and beta power from 

speech features. 

We constructed encoding models with the features of interest (number of just opened / currently 

open / resolved dependencies) controlling for the low-level linguistic features of word onset and 

word frequency, with alpha (8-13 Hz) and beta (15-30 Hz) band power as the dependent variables. 

Reconstruction accuracy of the models was measured as the correlation between the actual brain 

signal and the reconstructed signal following a leave-one-out cross-validation approach. Results 

showed that reconstruction accuracy was significantly higher when comparing the actual models 

with null models (i.e. models in which we replaced their actual features with features from a 

different story), in both frequency bands, especially at temporal areas (see Figure 8 below). 

Overall, the dependency features successfully predict alpha and beta power beyond low-level 

linguistic features. Our findings reveal a link between the functional role of alpha and beta 

oscillations implicated in perceptual domains and language.  
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Figure 8. Comparison between the reconstruction accuracy of the actual models vs. the null models of each feature 

for the Dutch stories. Topoplots depict t values and significant sensor clusters are highlighted.  

This study expands our understanding of the functional role of brain oscillations during language 

comprehension, and, critically, the generalizability of these dynamics from lower-level perceptual 

to higher-level cognitive processing. Our findings will contribute to BQ5’s overarching aim on 

better understanding how we generate meaning during language processing. 

Our research spans different levels of cognition, from low-level processing to high-level language 

comprehension, and combines research on brain oscillations with linguistic knowledge. This 

project would only be possible with the joint and well-coordinated team science between experts 

in their fields examining the research aspects from different perspectives, thus resulting in a 

complete and advanced investigation of the topic. 

 

 

SYNERGY PROJECT

 

COMMUNICATION IN CONTEXT 

A major challenge of understanding the human language faculty is to account for the extreme 

flexibility with which humans employ their words and gestures in everyday communicative 

interactions. We seem to be endowed with a remarkable ability to rapidly find relevant context 

for understanding and using intrinsically ambiguous communicative behaviours. The Synergy 

project aims to understand what counts as context and how that context determines the meaning 

of an utterance.

Across several interrelated projects, we will test the notion that a large portion of the context is 

contingent on joint knowledge implied by the ongoing interaction between interlocutors, i.e. a 

flexible and mutually coordinated ‘shared conceptual space’. First, neural mechanisms will be 

identified critically supporting shared conceptual spaces by having people interact in novel 

communicative settings minimizing the need for the use of pre-existing shared representations. 

This is achieved through dual-fMRI and dual-EEG studies in individuals with Autism Spectrum 

Disorder (ASD) examining the possibility that the poor communication and interaction abilities 

characteristic of ASD are caused by difficulties in using the conceptual space defined by the 

ongoing interaction.  

Second, neural mechanisms will be identified constraining the meaning of utterances during 

controlled dialogs. This is achieved through combined eye-tracking and fMRI/EEG studies in 

ASD individuals quantitatively varying the strength of conflicting semantic constraints on the 
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communicative meaning of verbal and gestural utterances. Overall, using specially designed 

experimental protocols, the studies aim to provide a new theoretical and empirical foundation for 

understanding human communication, as well as a new window into understanding and treating 

disorders of human communication in neurological and neurodevelopmental disorders. 

Progress in 2021 

The four-year Synergy project has entered its second year in 2021, with data collection underway 

for the two CMO-approved fMRI studies central to the main goal of the project: Communication 

in Context: Social interaction in Autism Spectrum Disorder, and Communication in Context: 

Language use in Autism Spectrum Disorder. The studies share data acquisition from a relatively 

large cohort of neurotypical and neurodivergent participants including 52 autistic, 52 social 

anxiety, and 52 neurotypical control individuals (N = 156). As of December 2021, the neurotypical 

control and ASD group data acquisition is close to completion, and the projected end of data 

acquisition for the Social anxiety group is projected for June 2022. Data analysis of these projects 

is underway. 

TEAM MEMBERS: 

Coordinators:   Arjen Stolk (coordinator) Jana Bašnáková (coordinator)  

PhDs:   Margot Mangnus  

Other team members: Saskia Koch   Kexin Cai   Franziska Goltz 

    Maartje Grauwmans  Rui Liu

 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Stolk, A., Bašnáková, J., & Toni, I. (2020). Joint epistemic engineering: The neglected process of context 

 construction in human communication. PsyArXiv (https://psyarxiv.com/rwfe6/) 

 

SOCIETAL IMPACT 

 

Our consortium aims at implementing research outcomes directly in society. As staying in the 

lead in science imposes high demands on researchers, general dissemination and PR activities 

both within the consortium and to outside world are organised by the LiI-office. 

In addition, one work package is specifically dedicated to societal impact within our 

organizational structure. The focus of this work package is on charting and developing ways for 

LiI research outcomes to be applicable and relevant in the outside world. It shapes the LiI 

infrastructure for societal impact by ensuring that the means and personnel are available to 

support researchers in their efforts.  

These range from ideas, theories, inventions and innovations towards actual use and benefit to 

society. Key innovation is the active encouragement of LiI researchers to transform ideas into 

commercial and/or societal products. The Societal Impact WP coaches and assists them in 

identifying and designing applications (of any kind), in finding partners, and finding their way in 

the world of patent and grant application. Where necessary, external infrastructure will be 
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recruited consisting of tools, personnel, organization and expertise. Members of the Societal 

Impact WP participate in research projects in the domain of language research that can be applied 

in clinical, educational or technological settings. 

TEAM MEMBERS 

Coordinators:    Peter Hagoort (work package leader)   

     Esther Steenbeek (societal impact officer) 

Graduated PhDs in 2021: Alessandro Lopopolo

Progress in 2021 

To be of added value to solving current societal challenges and to make impact with our 

consortium’s knowledge, WP7 proposed a new structure for its activities. Facilitating knowledge 

exchange in the long run for our fundamental SSH consortium requires a more profound 

transdisciplinary approach. Moreover, the consortium’s potential lays at the group level: the 

overarching understanding of human communication is complementary to the consortium’s 

individual and small group fine-grained expertise. Therefore, innovation-driven projects at the 

individual level will no longer be financially supported (researchers can turn to their hosting 

institute’s department for valorization and business development). Instead, input from a larger 

group of scientists will be facilitated related to specific societal topics. WP7 created two new 

positions to support the consortium 2022 - 2024: an overarching postdoc will be appointed with 

the task to work towards using the consortium’s knowledge in a transdisciplinary approach aimed  

at societal challenges. Second, a management assistant will assist researchers to topic-wise team 

up and to take part in collaborative grants.  

Starting in 2021, to inform the consortium’s researchers WP7 took the lead in organizing 

workshops with funding advisors related to specific societal challenges and to collaborative grant 

proposals. Several Principal Investigators have started to build transdisciplinary networks (a.o. 

with applied scientists) and with private and public partners to translate their knowledge to 

practical solutions. 

1. SIMPTELL 

Researchers in the SimpTell project (Vitória Piai, Marina Ruiter, Ardi Roelofs) developed an 

innovative aphasia e-health therapy and transferred their knowledge to a private exploitation 

partner, Logoclicks Development BV. This project is in its last phase, making therapy accessible 

to the entire Dutch and Belgium market and facilitating the implementation of the therapy in the 

intended settings. That is, in medical settings with a language therapist and – in close 

collaboration with the therapist -  in the home setting to train and support self-management of 

the aphasic person.  

From a technical perspective, the software created by Language in Interaction has been integrated 

with the software platform of the exploitation party. The therapy has been optimized for usage in 

the home settings by adding voice recognition and professionalizing its look and feel. To facilitate 

validated usage of the therapy in medical settings, an implementation guide is being written. This 

guide provides validated ways of working with the concepts underlying the therapy, such that best 

results can be obtained during on-site therapy combined with high-level support when training 

in the home-setting. The exploitation party will disseminate both the therapy and implement 

validated use of the therapy.  
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Quote by Logoclicks: 

 2. HUMAN ZOO(M) – BY CONSORTIUM PARTNER NEMO KENNISLINK 

Researchers of the Language in Interaction consortium were involved in a new project from our 

consortium partner NEMO Kennislink. The project was part of an SIDN grant awarded to 

Kennislink to explore the challenges that we face in communicating online and how online 

platforms can be made more user friendly to accommodate for these challenges. Language in 

Interaction researchers were part of in-depth interviews and discussions to provide detailed 

suggestions on how to improve interaction in online platforms. Based on these interviews, 

Kennislink published a series of articles on how to navigate the world of online communication. 

In February 2022, NEMO Kennislink held an online event on ZOOM where they held interviews 

with experts in the field of communication and ethics, whilst including various aspects of online 

communication (and what can go wrong with it) in a theatrical way. 

3. COLLABORATIVE GRANT FOR READING GAME LETTERPRINS 

Several researchers involved in former projects of WP7 (Esther Steenbeek, David Neville, Boris 

Konrad, Marco van de Ven) joined hands to apply fundamental knowledge and help solving the 

societal problem of illiteracy, generally low motivation of children for reading, and facilitate 

prevention of reading problems. They received a collaborative grant by Stichting IT Projecten and 

Stichting LOM to increase reading competence in Grade 1 readers, motivation for reading and 

increase enjoyment of reading books/magazines. The project aims at supporting parental 

involvement in reading and will do so in close collaboration with schools and successful collective 

programs for schools and libraries such as Library in School [Bibliotheek op School]. Together 

with applied scientists, societal and private partners (Orthopedagogenmaatschap Nijmegen, 

Stichting Lezen, Sardes, IJsfontein, Vertigo6) the project will develop a reading game. Its aim is 

to make it nationally accessible and implement it especially in lower literacy families and families 

with Dutch as a second language. 

4. IMPROVING ONLINE TEACHING WITH CONSORTIUM KNOWLEDGE? 
Due to the COVIC-19 pandemic, all teaching activities needed to shift completely to online 

platforms. In 2021, the Language in Interaction consortium published a collaborative advisory 

letter for Radboud in’to Languages on how to improve their online teaching.  

Kasper Maes (senior officer / trainer German at Radboud In’To Languages) shares 

how the advice has been received: 

“The market is relatively small. Therefore, creating evidence-based solutions is too expensive 

for a private partner to receive enough return upon investment. It is only because Language 

in Interaction developed SimpTell and initiated the collaboration with us, that this group of 

aphasic persons can benefit from this well-validated personalized therapy. Clearly, the 

involved scientists of Language in Interaction are of added value to this group of patients.” 

“During dedicated moments of professional team development, we shared and discussed the 

advisory letter in our team as part of our professionalization in online teaching. Team 

members were enthusiastic about the consortium’s practical tips and tricks on how to improve 

group communication and how to bring across one’s teaching message in online settings. The 

advice has been integrated in the team’s learning curve. The improvements in online teaching 

are not restricted to periods of lock-down – the team has permanently shifted to hybrid 

teaching (partly online, partly on campus) using the advice from Language in Interaction 

daily. The advice has been of long-term added value, supporting our team professionalization 

in an evidence-informed way!” 

 

https://www.nemokennislink.nl/themas/human-zoo-m/
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Into_Advice_LiI_2021.pdf
https://www.languageininteraction.nl/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Into_Advice_LiI_2021.pdf
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TENURE TRACKS 

 

There are three tenure tracks within the LiI consortium: 
1. Tenure Track 1: Stefan Frank 

2. Tenure Track 2: Jelle Zuidema 

3. Tenure Track 3: Vitória Piai 

The first two tenure tracks have ended with the graduation of their corresponding PhD 

candidates. This Annual Report gives an update on relevant output in 2021 stemming from the 

work in the tenure track. For Tenure Track 3, an update is given on the progress in 2021. 

TENURE TRACK 1: STEFAN FRANK 

Computational Psycholinguistics of Sentence Processing 

Centre for Language Studies, RU  

PhD candidate: Chara Tsoukala (PhD defense date: April 21st, 2021) 

This tenure track concluded in April 2021. Stefan Frank is also the coordinator of BQ1 and a co-

investigator in BQ5, where he advised on some of the modelling work. 

The general aim of this tenure track was the development and application of computational 

models of human sentence processing, bridging between linguistic and cognitive theory, 

psychological experimentation, and neuroimaging data; particularly in the context of 

multilingualism. The basic assumption behind this work is that the mind is for a large part a 

statistical system: It extracts (linguistic) patterns from observations and applies abstractions over 

these patterns when processing novel input. Any model of such a system embodies particular 

assumptions about the relevant processes and representations. The cognitively most plausible 

assumptions can then be identified by comparing how well different models’ predictions fit 

human processing data. Thus, statistical models of language are developed, implemented, and 

trained on linguistic data; and their quantitative predictions of behavioural and/or neural 

responses serve to evaluate to the models’ value as cognitive theories. In addition, we ran human 

language comprehension experiments to test specific (model) predictions of language use as 

rooted in the application of language statistics. 

The development of computationally explicit models contributes to the overarching quest of LiI 

because it is instrumental in bridging between functional, algorithmic, and implementational 

(neural) levels of explanation; and thereby coming to a comprehensive understanding of observed 

language phenomena. More specifically, implemented statistical models of language processing 

form testable theories of how properties of the cognitive system interact with properties of the 

language, which speaks to the question of boundary conditions of language and language use. In 

addition, as the majority of the world’s population is multilingual, accounting for the full 

variability in human language use requires moving beyond the single-language case, as we do 

when developing multilingual models and by running experiments that investigate cross-

linguistic differences in mono- and bilingual contexts. 

  

http://www.stefanfrank.info/
https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/w.zuidema/
https://vitoriapiai.science/
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KEY PUBLICATIONS FROM THE TENURE TRACK: 
1. Frank, S. L. (2021). Toward computational models of multilingual sentence processing. Language 

 Learning, 71(S1), 193-218. 

2. Frank, S. L., & Willems, R. M. (2017). Word predictability and semantic similarity show distinct 

 patterns of brain activity during language comprehension. Language, Cognition and Neuroscience, 

 32(9), 1192-1203. 

3. Tsoukala, C., Frank, S. L., Van Den Bosch, A., Kroff, J. V., & Broersma, M. (2021). Modeling the 

 auxiliary phrase asymmetry in code-switched Spanish–English. Bilingualism: Language and Cognition, 

 24(2), 271-280.

 
 TENURE TRACK 2: JELLE ZUIDEMA 

Hierarchical structure in natural language: bridging computational linguistics, 

neurobiology and formal semantics 

Institute for Logic, Language, and Computation, UvA 

PhD candidate: Dieuwke Hupkes (PhD defense date: June 17th, 2020)

This tenure track concluded in 2020. Jelle Zuidema remains part of the Language in Interaction 

consortium as member of the steering group of BQ1. 

KEY PUBLICATIONS FROM THE TENURE TRACK: 
1. Hupkes, D., Veldhoen, S., & Zuidema, W. (2018). Visualisation and'diagnostic classifiers' reveal how 

 recurrent and recursive neural networks process hierarchical structure. Journal of Artificial Intelligence 

 Research, 61, 907-926. 

2. Abnar, S., & Zuidema, W. (2020). Quantifying attention flow in transformers. arXiv preprint 

 arXiv:2005.00928. 

3. Giulianelli, M., Harding, J., Mohnert, F., Hupkes, D., & Zuidema, W. (2018). Under the hood: Using 

 diagnostic classifiers to investigate and improve how language models track agreement information. 

 

 TENURE TRACK 3: VITÓRIA PIAI 

Hierarchical structure in natural Neuropsychology of Language and Language 

Disorders 

Donders Centre for Cognition and Donders Centre for Neuroscience, RU and RUMC 

Postdoctoral Research Associate: Joanna Sierpowska 

PhD candidate: Ileana Camerino 

This tenure track focuses on performing pre-clinically and clinically oriented research on 

language. This position bridges the gap between clinical and non-clinical research on language in 

Nijmegen, nationally and internationally, and promotes interactions between RU and RUMC. It 

aims at establishing a research programme on language function and dysfunction. This approach 

takes the strength of both basic and applied fields to widen the theoretical understanding of brain 

and language relationships and to improve the care for clinical populations that suffer from 

speech, language, and communication deficits. 

Progress in 2021 

The PhD candidate’s dissertation will be submitted to the reading committee in 2022. Previously 

established collaborations with different groups from RUMC (Neurosurgery, Neurology, 

Audiology, and Otorhinolaryngology) and other medical centres were continued, with scientific 

publications and conference presentations resulting from them over the course of 2021. 

https://www.ru.nl/languagedysfunction/people/current-members/joanna-sierpowska/
https://www.ru.nl/languagedysfunction/people/current-members/ileana-camerino/
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Several projects were ongoing in 2021, with papers submitted for review and results presented at 

conferences. The following projects made especially notable progress in 2021, resulting in 

scientific publications: 

1. Language research with intracranial EEG (Piai, de Zubicaray, Chauvel (QUT, 

Australia and Cleveland Clinic, USA) 

An international collaboration has been established for a research programme on language based 

on intracranial EEG data. Knowledge from this research programme will not only deepen the 

theoretical understanding of language functions, but also help to predict language and memory 

dysfunction in epilepsy. This work has been presented at a scientific conference and a scientific 

publication is underway. 

2. Cognitive function in relation to speech problems in head and neck cancer prior 

to treatment (Piai, Kessels, and nation-wide NET-QUBIC consortium) 

Findings from the project on head-neck cancer have direct implications for clinicians working 

with head-neck cancer patients. This project investigated cognitive and speech problems in 

patients with head and neck cancer prior to treatment. Objectively measured cognitive 

dysfunction was found in a minority of patients. Self-perceived speech and cognitive problems 

were, however, related to each other, indicating that a patient’s own perception of a disability may 

play a central role in their perceived quality of life. In 2021, a scientific paper was published on 

this research. 

3. Within- and across-session consistency of MEG and fMRI measures of language 

(Roos and Piai) 

A study by the tenure track researcher in collaboration with a PhD candidate concluded that tests 

suitable for longitudinal studies focusing on neuroplastic changes following brain damage should 

be concise and have high across-session consistency. This study in the healthy population 

highlights the high test-retest reliability for MEG with a well-studied language task, i.e., sentence 

completion. This study has resulted in a scientific publication in 2021. 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Hustá, C., Zheng, X., Papoutsi, C., & Piai, V. (2021). Electrophysiological signatures of conceptual and 

 lexical retrieval from semantic memory. Neuropsychologia, 161, 107988. 

2. Vos, S. H., Kessels, R. P., Vinke, R. S., Esselink, R. A., & Piai, V. (2021). The effect of deep brain stimulation 

 of the subthalamic nucleus on language function in Parkinson's disease: A systematic review. Journal of 

 Speech, Language, and Hearing Research, 64(7), 2794-2810. 

3. Camerino, I., Sierpowska, J., Reid, A., Meyer, N. H., Tuladhar, A. M., Kessels, R. P., ... & Piai, V. 

 (2021). White matter hyperintensities at critical crossroads for executive function and verbal abilities in 

 small vessel disease. Human Brain Mapping, 42(4), 993-1002. 

4. Abrahamse, R., Beynon, A., & Piai, V. (2021). Long-term auditory processing outcomes in early implanted 

 young adults with cochlear implants: The mismatch negativity vs. P300 response. Clinical 

 Neurophysiology, 132(1), 258-268. 

 

AWARDS: 
Postdoc Joanna Sierpowska was awarded (1) the La Caixa Junior Leader Fellowship (Maria Sklodowkska-

Curie Co-Fund), and (2) a Maria-Sklodowksa-Curie Individual Fellowship (turned down after obtaining the 

Junior Leader Fellowship). 
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LINGUISTICS POSTDOC  

 

Natalia Levshina is the consortium’s go-to expert on (corpus) linguistics. Natalia is the contact 

for any questions on corpus methods. Additionally, she has her own line of research that is 

largely embedded within Big Question 3. 

RESEARCH AIMS 

Natalia’s research within the Language in Interaction consortium largely focuses on the question 

of how the mechanisms of human interaction shape linguistic structure and use. She investigates 

language universals and diversity that can be explained by main pragmatic principles and rational 

behaviour of language users. Her main hypothesis is that interlocutors use language efficiently, which 

with time percolates into language grammar and lexicon. She addresses the following questions: 

1. Do efficient systems of differential subject and object marking emerge in artificial language 

communication?  

2. Do informativity or frequency correlate more strongly with word length in typologically diverse 

languages? 

3. What are correlations and causal relationships between available linguistic cues to Subject and 

Object in typologically diverse languages and other parameters, such as freedom of valency 

alternations (e.g., break intransitive vs. break transitive)? 

4. Are differential argument marking systems communicatively efficient across languages? 

5. How do manifestations of the Principle of Communicative Efficiency interact with the Principle 

of No Synonymy and the likes, which are based on Gricean and Neo-Gricean pragmatics? Is 

there competition between the two? A case study of want to/ wanna in the British National 

Corpus. 

Progress in 2021 

Natalia Levshina has concluded several projects involving corpus data and online experiments in 

2021. She is in the process of collecting typological data and analysing other experimental data.  

(Preliminary) results from her studies suggest that: Learners of an artificial language tend to use 

differential marking efficiently in communication and that information-theoretic measures, such 

as informativity, do not always predict word length across different languages (word frequency is 

more reliably correlated with word length). There are negative and positive correlations between 

case marking, semantic tightness of arguments, rigid word order, verb-medial order and valency 

alternations (some explained by efficiency, others probably explained by learnability of case 

marking and other linguistic mechanisms for adult L2 learners in language contact situations). 

When two variants in an alternation, such as wanna/want to, are stylistically and/or semantically 

very different, they are unlikely to be recruited for efficiency purposes, such as using the shorter 

form when it is more predictable from context. The Principle of Communicative Efficiency for 

alternations operates only when the Principle of No Synonymy has not had a strong effect. 

KEY PUBLICATIONS (2021): 
1. Levshina, N. (2021). Cross-Linguistic Trade-Offs and Causal Relationships Between Cues to Grammatical 

 Subject and Object, and the Problem of Efficiency-Related Explanations. Frontiers in Psychology, 12, 

 2791. 

2. Levshina, N. (2021). Communicative efficiency and differential case marking: a reverse-engineering 

 approach. Linguistics Vanguard, 7(s3). 

http://www.natalialevshina.com/
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OVERVIEW OF PHD PROJECTS 

PHDS WHO DEFENDED THEIR DISSERTATION IN 2021 

1. Encoding and decoding the neural signatures of natural language 

comprehension 

PhD Candidate: Alessandro Lopopolo (PIs: Antal Van den Bosch and Karl-

Magnus Petersson)  

DEFENSE DATE: January 12, 2021 

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Lopopolo, A., van den Bosch, A., Petersson, K. M., & Willems, R. M. (2021). 

 Distinguishing syntactic operations in the brain: Dependency and phrase-

 structure parsing. Neurobiology of Language, 2(1), 152-175. 

2. Sharpening sensory predictions by linguistic primes 

PhD Candidate: Lara Todorova (PIs: Harold Bekkering and Peter Hagoort)  

DEFENSE DATE: February 9, 2021 

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Todorova, L., Neville, D., & Piai, V. (2019). Lexical-semantic and executive deficits 

 revealed by computational modelling: a drift diffusion model perspective. 

3. Bilingual sentence production and code-switching: Neural 

network simulations 

PhD Candidate: Chara Tsoukala (PI: Stefan Frank)  

DEFENSE DATE: April 21, 2021 

KEY PUBLICATION: 

Tsoukala, C., Broersma, M., van den Bosch, A., & Frank, S. L. (2021). Simulating 

 code-switching using a neural network model of bilingual sentence production. 

 Computational Brain & Behavior, 4(1), 87-100. 

4. Connectivity-based fingerprinting of memory and language 

network dynamics 

PhD Candidate: Izabela Przezdzik (PIs: Christian Beckmann and Guillén 

Fernández)  

DEFENSE DATE: June 24, 2021 

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Przeździk, I., Faber, M., Fernandez, G., Beckmann, C. F., & Haak, K. V. (2019). The 

 functional organisation of the hippocampus along its long axis is gradual and 

 predicts recollection. Cortex, 119, 324-335. 

5. Perception of multidimensional sounds in humans and birds: 

Are speech categories special? 

PhD Candidate: Merel Burgering (PIs: Jean Vroomen and Carel Ten Cate)  

DEFENSE DATE: June 29, 2021 

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Burgering, M. A., van Laarhoven, T., Baart, M., & Vroomen, J. (2020). Fluidity in the 

 perception of auditory speech: Cross-modal recalibration of voice gender and vowel 

 identity by a talking face. Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 73(6), 

 957-967. 

6. Genomics of speech and language disorders: The next generation 

PhD Candidate: Lot Snijders-Blok (PIs: Hans Brunner and Simon Fisher)  

DEFENSE DATE: October 15, 2021 
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Lot obtained her doctorate with a cum laude distinction. 

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Blok, L. S., Kleefstra, T., Venselaar, H., Maas, S., Kroes, H. Y., Lachmeijer, A. M., ... & 

 Study, T. D. (2019). De novo variants disturbing the transactivation capacity of 

 POU3F3 cause a characteristic neurodevelopmental disorder. The American 

 Journal of Human Genetics, 105(2), 403-412. 

ONGOING PHD PROJECTS IN 2021 

7. Neurogenomics of vocal learning: decoding the functions of 

FoxPs in vocal perception and production learning 

PhD Candidate: Fabian Heim (PIs: Carel Ten Cate and Simon Fisher)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Heim, F., Fisher, S. E., ten Cate, C., Scharff, C., & Riebel, K. (2016). Birds and brains-what 

 songbirds tell us about language. In the FENS Hertie Winterschool on 

 Neurobiology of Language and Communication. 

8. Neuropsychology of language and language disorders 

PhD Candidate: Ileana Camerino (PIs: Vitória Piai, Roy Kessels, and Erik 

de Leeuw)  

KEY PUBLICATION: 

Camerino, I., Sierpowska, J., Reid, A., Meyer, N. H., Tuladhar, A. M., Kessels, R. P., 

 ... & Piai, V. (2021). White matter hyperintensities at critical crossroads for 

 executive function and verbal abilities in small vessel disease. Human Brain 

 Mapping, 42(4), 993-1002. 

9. The Game of Language: Complex Communication and Mental 

States 

PhD Candidate: Iris van de Pol (PIs: Ivan Toni and Johan Van Benthem)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

van de Pol, I., Steinert-Threlkeld, S., & Szymanik, J. (2019). Complexity and learnability 

 in the explanation of semantic universals of quantifiers. Proceedings of the 41st 

 Annual Meeting of the Cognitive Science Society, 2019. 

10. Alignment in dialogue at the phonological, syntactic and 

semantic levels 

PhD Candidate: Samira Abnar (PIs: Jelle Zuidema, Marcel van Gerven, 

and Raquel Fernández)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Abnar, S., Dehghani, M., & Zuidema, W. (2020). Transferring inductive biases through 

 knowledge distillation. arXiv preprint arXiv:2006.00555. 

11. Alignment in dialogue at the phonological, syntactic and 

semantic levels 

PhD Candidate: Lotte Eijk (PIs: Mirjam Ernestus and Herbert Schriefers)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Eijk, L., Fletcher, A., McAuliffe, M., & Janse, E. (2020). The Effects of Word Frequency 

 and Word Probability on Speech Rhythm in Dysarthria. Journal of Speech, 

 Language, and Hearing Research, 63(9), 2833-2845. 

12. Modelling psychological and perceptual aspects of the mental 

lexicon 

PhD Candidate: Danny Merkx (PIs: Stefan Frank, Mirjam Ernestus, and 

Raquel Fernández)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Merkx, D., & Frank, S. L. (2019). Learning semantic sentence representations from 

 visually grounded language without lexical knowledge. Natural Language 

 Engineering, 25(4), 451-466. 

13. Anatomical and connectopic adaptations to language: A 

comparative approach 

PhD Candidate: Guilherme Blazquez-Freches (PIs:Christian Beckmann 
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and Rogier Mars)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Freches, G. B., Haak, K. V., Bryant, K. L., Schurz, M., Beckmann, C. F., & Mars, R. B. 

 (2020). Principles of temporal association cortex organisation as revealed by 

 connectivity gradients. Brain Structure and Function, 1-16. 

14. The role of subcortical structures in language 

PhD Candidate: João Ferreira (PIs:Ardi Roelofs and Vitória Piai)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Ferreira, J., Roelofs, A., & Piai, V. (2020). The role of domain-general inhibition in 

 inflectional encoding: Producing the past tense. Cognition, 200, 104235. 

15. Multimodal and pragmatic alignment in dialogue 

PhD Candidate: Marlou Rasenberg (PIs: Asli Özyürek and Mark 

Dingemanse)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Rasenberg, M., Özyürek, A., & Dingemanse, M. (2020). Alignment in multimodal 

 interaction: An integrative framework. Cognitive Science, 44(11), e12911. 

16. Longitudinal normative modelling 

PhD Candidate: Christina Isakoglou (PIs: Christian Beckmann and Jan 

Buitelaar)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Hintz, F., Voeten, C. C., Isakoglou, C., McQueen, J. M., & Meyer, A. S. (2021, 

 March). Individual differences in language ability: Quantifying the relationships 

 between linguistic experience, general cognitive skills and linguistic processing 

 skills. In the 34th Annual CUNY Conference on Human Sentence Processing 

 (CUNY 2021). 

17. Learning and adaptation in neurobiological models of language 

processing 

PhD Candidate: Alessio Quaresima (PIs: Karl-Magnus Petersson, Jelle 

Zuidema, and Peter Hagoort)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Quaresima, A., Van den Broek, D., Fitz, H., Duarte, R., & Petersson, K. M. (2020). A 

 minimal reduction of dendritic structure and its functional implication for 

 sequence processing in biological neurons. In the Twelfth Annual (Virtual) 

 Meeting of the Society for the Neurobiology of Language (SNL 2020). 

18. Communication in context: Language use in Autism Spectrum 

Disorder 

PhD Candidate: Margot Mangnus (PIs: Jana Bašnáková and Arjen Stolk)  

KEY PUBLICATION:  

Janssen, N., Roelofs, A., Mangnus, M., Sierpowska, J., Kessels, R. P., & Piai, V. 

 (2020). How the speed of word finding depends on ventral tract integrity in 

 primary progressive aphasia. NeuroImage: Clinical, 28, 102450. 

19. Neurochemical mechanisms of inference for reward 

maximization and meaning generation 

PhD Candidate: Elena Mainetto (PIs: Hanneke den Ouden and Roshan 

Cools)  

Elena Mainetto’s PhD project started in 2020 with Big Question 5. 

20. Computational models of human language processing 

PhD Candidate: Marianne de Heer Kloots (PIs: Jelle Zuidema)  

Marianne de Heer Kloot’s PhD project started in 2021 with Big Question 1. 
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 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

AI  Artificial Intelligence 

ASD  Autism Spectrum Disorder 

BQ(s)  Big Question(s) 

CLS  Centre for Language Studies 

CMO  Commissie Mensgebonden Onderzoek 

EEG  ElectroEncephaloGraphy 

fMRI  functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

ILLC  Institute for Logic, Language, and Computation 

L2  Second Language  

LiI  Language in Interaction 

LSTM  Long Short-Term memory 

MEG  MagnetoEncephaloGraphy 

MPI  Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 

MRI  Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

PI  Principal Investigator 

RT(s)  Reaction Time(s) 

RU  Radboud University 

RUMC Radboud University Medical Center 

VGS  Visually Grounded Speech 

WP  Work Package 
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